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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: During exposure therapy, patients report increases in fear that generally decrease within and across
exposure sessions. Our main aim was to characterize these changes in fear ratings mathematically; a secondary aim
was to test whether the resulting model would help to predict treatment outcome.
METHODS: We applied tools of computational psychiatry to a previously published dataset in which 30 women with
spider phobia were randomly assigned to virtual-reality exposures in a single context or in multiple contexts (n = 15
each). Patients provided fear ratings every minute during exposures. We characterized fear decrease within
exposures and return of fear between exposures using a set of mathematical models; we selected the best model
using Bayesian techniques. In the multiple-contexts group, we tested the predictions of the best model in a
separate, test exposure, and we investigated the ability of model parameters to predict treatment outcome.
RESULTS: The best model characterized fear decrease within exposures in both groups as an exponential decay with
constant decay rate across exposures. The best model for each group had only two parameters but captured with
remarkable accuracy the patterns of fear change, both at the group level and for individual subjects. The best model also
made remarkably accurate predictions for the test exposure. One of the model’s parameters helped predict treatment
outcome.
CONCLUSIONS: Individual patterns of fear change during exposure therapy can be characterized mathematically.
This mathematical characterization helps predict treatment outcome.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpsc.2021.01.005
Exposure therapy is effective for specific phobias and other anx-
iety disorders (1). During exposure therapy, patients experience
fear that usually decreases within and across exposures (2). Often,
some fear returns between exposures—for example, through
renewal, which occurs when the exposure context changes (3,4).
The patterns of fear change during exposure therapy have usually
been described qualitatively (5–7). Some work has tried to char-
acterize these patterns quantitatively, using hierarchical linear
models (8,9), but such patterns are patently nonlinear. An accurate
mathematical characterization of these patterns could have clinical
utility, especially if it supports treatment-outcome predictions.
Such characterization would be especially compelling if it relates to
theory-driven mechanistic models. Here, we use computational-
psychiatry tools (10–13), applied to a published dataset (4), to 1)
develop such mathematical characterization, using fear ratings of
patients with spider phobia during exposure therapy; 2) show that
the resulting mathematical model supports treatment-outcome
predictions; and 3) show that this data-driven model relates to
theory-driven models.

We focused on developing a model that jointly describes fear
decrease within exposures and return of fear between exposures.
We also considered possible changes in fear-decrease rate across
exposures because both habituation and extinction become faster
with repetition (3,14). Similarly, we considered possible changes in
return-of-fear rates with repeated exposures because, for example,
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extinction in multiple contexts decreases renewal-induced return of
fear (4,15–18), repeated habituation slows spontaneous recovery
(14,19), and repeated dishabituation itself habituates (14). We
therefore investigated four component processes: fear decrease
within exposures, possible changes in fear-decrease rate across
exposures, return of fear between exposures, and possible changes
in return-of-fear rate across exposures.

We first investigated these processes using classical statis-
tical analyses. We used the results of those analyses to ground
model development.We defined a set of plausiblemathematical
formulations for each component process, and we created in-
tegrated models by considering all possible combinations of
those formulations. We then selected the integrated model
that best described the full pattern of fear within and across
exposures. We tested the predictions of this model in a new,
test exposure. We also investigated the usefulness of model
parameters, obtained after only two exposures, to predict
individual treatment outcome. Finally, we considered the
relation of the selected model to theory-driven models.
DATASET

An ideal model would work in the complex world of real-life
clinical practice. Attempting to fully tackle such complexity,
however, could hamper progress; we therefore sought more
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controlled conditions for this work. We found an excellent
testbed in a published virtual-reality study of exposure therapy
for spider phobia (4), with three advantages for our purposes:
the fear-eliciting stimulus—a wiggling but otherwise stationary
virtual-reality spider—was equal for all patients and remained
constant within each exposure; patients reported fear (on a
scale of 0–100) every minute, thereby ensuring sufficiently
dense sampling for model identification; and in one condition,
context changed on each exposure, thereby eliciting return of
fear through renewal (18,20).

Detailed information about patient characteristics is pro-
vided in the previously published article that analyzed this
dataset using simple statistical analyses (4). Briefly, patients
were 30 treatment-naïve women with spider phobia and no
comorbidities. The study was approved by the Ethics Com-
mittee of the University of Würzburg. Patients provided written
informed consent.

Exposure therapy consisted of four training exposures fol-
lowed by a test exposure (Figure 1). Patients were randomly
assigned to one of two groups: single context (n = 15), in which
the spider was presented in the same room color in all training
exposures, or multiple contexts (n = 15), in which the room
color was different on each training exposure. In both groups,
the spider in the test exposure was presented in a room with a
color not used during training. Patients completed the German
version (21) of the Fear of Spiders Questionnaire (FSQ) (22)
before and after treatment.

ANALYSES USING CLASSICAL STATISTICS

We first investigated the four component processes using
classical statistics. (We use “classical statistics” to refer to
standard statistical approaches, as opposed to custom-made
models.) Specifically, we used mixed analyses of variance
me
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Figure 1. Virtual-reality exposure therapy protocol. Patients with spider
phobia were randomly assigned to one of two groups: single context (left;
n = 15) or multiple contexts (right; n = 15). Exposures consisted of seeing a
wiggling spider in a colored room on a virtual-reality headset. In both
groups, patients underwent four training exposures (5 min each) followed by
a test exposure (6 min). The only difference between the groups was that the
training exposures in the single-context group all used the same room color,
whereas in the multiple-contexts group they each used a different color. The
test exposure had the same room color for both groups, which had not been
seen during training in either group. Each exposure was preceded by a 2-
minute presentation of the corresponding room without the spider. Patients
were instructed not to avoid looking at the spider.
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(Supplement). The main findings from those analyses were that
1) fear decreased within exposures in both groups; 2) fear
decrease diminished across exposures, with no evidence that
this reduction differed between the groups; 3) the groups
differed significantly in return of fear, with evidence for return of
fear in the multiple-contexts group but not in the single-context
group; and 4) there was no statistically significant evidence
that return of fear changed across exposure intervals, even in
the multiple-contexts group (Figure 2; Supplement).

The analyses using classical statistics help test hypotheses
about component processes but have multiple limitations. We
therefore conducted model-based analyses that address these
limitations (Table S1).
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Candidate Models

The analyses using classical statistics confirmed that 1) fear
decreased within exposures, 2) the amount of fear decrease
diminished across exposures, and 3) the multiple-contexts, but
not the single-context, group exhibited return of fear. We
therefore incorporated these three processes in our models.
Specifically, each model consisted of functions D, S, and R
representing, respectively, fear decrease within exposures,
possible changes in the steepness of D across exposures, and
return of fear between exposures. The classical statistical an-
alyses showed no evidence for a change in return of fear
across exposure intervals during the training period, which we
used to fit our models, so we did not model such change.

We defined several plausible mathematical formulations
for D, S, and R; we then created the set of candidate models
by considering all possible combinations of those formula-
tions (Figure 3; Supplement). We performed model selection
using these integrated models, to consider all fear ratings
simultaneously. Given the treatment protocols—eliciting
renewal and therefore return of fear in the multiple-contexts
but not in the single-context group—and the results of the
classical statistical analyses, we expected R to differ be-
tween the groups. We describe next the formulations we
tested for D, S, and R.

Fear Decrease Within Exposures. We represented fear
decrease within exposures by a function D(t) (Figure 3) that
gave the estimated fear for each time t within the exposure
(other than the initial rating for the exposure, which we
address below). We tested several functions: constant
(DConst), linear (DLin), exponential (DExp), power (DPow), linear
on the logarithm (DLn), linear on the square root (DLinSqrt), and
exponential on the square root (DExpSqrt) (Supplement). We
expected that the exponential function might be best
because, empirically, habituation (3,14) and possibly extinc-
tion (3) often produce exponential decays. Moreover, both
theoretical models of habituation (23,24) and simple
reinforcement-learning or conditioning models, such as the
Rescorla-Wagner model, applied to extinction (25,26) pro-
duce exponential decays. (Reinforcement-learning and con-
ditioning models are often applied on a trial-by-trial—in this
case, session-by-session—basis, but they could model
gradual extinction within each session if applied repeatedly
ging November 2021; 6:1090–1099 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 1091
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Figure 2. Fear ratings of patients in the single-
context (n = 15) and multiple-contexts (n = 15)
groups. Dashed error bars represent SDs; solid error
bars represent SDs with the variability related to
between-subject differences removed [by mean-
normalizing each subject’s scores and correcting
for the bias introduced by that normalization (46)].
Plots on the left show only the latter to avoid
excessive clutter. (A) Fear decrease within and
across exposures. (Left panel) Mean (6 SD) fear
ratings (F) at the beginning (Bx) and end (Ex) of each
exposure (x). Fear decreases both within exposures
(compare values at the beginning vs. end of each
exposure) and across exposures (compare differ-
ently colored lines). (Right panel) Mean (6 SD) fear
decrease (FD) for each exposure, where FD for
exposure x is defined as F(Bx) – F(Ex). Both groups
show FD within exposures (FD. 0), with the amount
of FD diminishing across exposures. (B) Return of
fear (ROF) between consecutive exposures. (Left
panel) Mean F (6 SD) at the end of each exposure
(Ex21) and at the beginning of the subsequent
exposure (Bx) for each of the 3 intervals between
consecutive exposures (,x2 1, x.). (Right panel)
Mean (6 SD) ROF between consecutive exposures,
where ROF for exposure interval ,x21, x. is
defined as F(Bx) – F(Ex2 1). The multiple-contexts
group exhibits return of fear (ROF . 0) but the
single-context group does not (ROF z 0).
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within the session.) The Supplement describes the theoretical
rationale for the other functions.

Change in Fear-Decrease Steepness Across Expo-
sures. The classical statistical analyses found that the
amount of fear decrease diminished across exposures. Those
analyses, however, could not adjudicate whether this reduction
reflected a parametric change in fear-decrease steepness or
instead resulted from nonlinear fear decrease with a constant
steepness parameter—e.g., exponentially decaying fear with a
constant decay rate (Supplement). We therefore considered
two possible formulations for function S(x), which gives the
steepness parameter for exposure x: the steepness parameter
could be constant (SConst) or vary linearly with exposure
number (SLin) (Figure 3; Supplement). We did not test nonlinear
formulations for S(x) to avoid a combinatorial explosion in the
number of models.

Return of Fear. We represented return of fear between
exposures by a function R(,x – 1, x.) of the interval between
exposures x – 1 and x, which gave the estimated return of
fear for that interval (Figure 3; Supplement). The classical
statistical analyses found evidence for return of fear in the
multiple-contexts group but not in the single-context group,
with no significant evidence that return of fear changed
across exposure intervals. We therefore considered formu-
lations of R with no return of fear (RNo) and with constant
return of fear across exposure intervals (RConst). We also
considered a formulation in which return of fear was pro-
portional to the estimated fear decrease in the preceding
1092 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging
exposure (RProp) (Supplement). This formulation, inspired by
habituation models in which spontaneous recovery is pro-
portional to the difference between the initial and habituated
responses (23,24), captured the intuition that return of fear
might partially, and proportionally, undo the preceding fear
decrease.

Initial Fear. The initial fear for exposure x (with x . 0) was
obtained by adding R(,x – 1, x.) to the estimated fear at the
end of exposure x 2 1 (Figure 3; Supplement). Preliminary
analyses (not shown) determined that setting the initial fear for
the first exposure to its observed value produced better
models than considering it a free parameter.
Model Selection

We used the VBA (Variational Bayesian Analysis) toolbox (27)
for Bayesian model selection. We grouped models into families
of related models (28). We used between-groups random-ef-
fects Bayesian model selection to calculate the posterior
probability (PP) that the model (or family) frequencies were
equal for the two groups (27–29). Depending on whether the
PP was high or low, we performed random-effects Bayesian
model selection on pooled data from the two groups or
separately for each group, respectively. In either case, we
identified the best model (or family) using the exceedance
probability (EP): the probability that a model (or family) is better
than any other (28). The Supplement provides additional details
about the model fitting and selection.
November 2021; 6:1090–1099 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Figure 3. Model structure. We developed models capable of accounting simultaneously for each subject’s full pattern of fear ratings, F(x, t), for each time, t, within
each exposure, x. These models captured (A) fear decrease within exposures, (B) possible changes in the fear-decrease steepness across exposures, and (C) return
of fear between exposures, (D) bringing these component processes together in an integrated model. For illustrative purposes, the figure shows the fear ratings from
an individual subject from the multiple-contexts group (subject #19), with the corresponding model fit. (A) Fear decrease within exposures. We modeled fear decrease
within exposures by a function D(t) of time t within the exposure. This function was characterized by two parameters that could vary with exposure (x): the estimated

fear at the beginning of the exposure [bF (x, 0)] and a parameter that determined the fear-decrease steepness for the exposure [S(x)]. We represent the dependence of

D(t) on these parameters by writing them in subscripted square brackets: D½bF ðx; 0Þ; SðxÞ�ðtÞ. Although bF (x, 0) and S(x) are “parameters” in the sense that they

characterize D, they are not free parameters; instead, they are determined by an interaction between the modeled processes. For this reason, we do not
represent them with Greek letters, which we reserve for free parameters. Panel (A) shows the fear ratings from subject #19 (dots) and the corresponding fit
using an exponentially decaying function (solid lines), which we found was the best formulation for D (as shown in the Results). For each exposure, x, this

exponentially decaying function D is parameterized by bF (x, 0) and S(x). (B) Changes in fear-decrease steepness across exposures. We allowed the steepness of
D to change across exposures according to a function S(x). Panel (B) shows the estimated values of S(x) for each exposure x for subject #19. Those values
were constant, which we found was the best formulation for S (as shown in the Results). (C) Return of fear. We modeled return of fear between exposures x – 1
and x by a function R(,x–1, x.). Panel (C) shows the estimated values of R(,x–1, x.) for each exposure interval, ,x–1, x., for subject #19. Those values
were proportional to the estimated fear decrease in exposure x – 1, which we found was the best formulation for R (as shown in the Results). (D) Integrated
model. The integrated model was defined by combining functions D, S, and R. Fear within each exposure x was estimated by application of D½bF ðx; 0Þ; SðxÞ�ðtÞ for
all time points, t, other than the first (i.e., for all t . 0). For all exposures other than the first (i.e., for all x . 0), the estimated initial fear rating, bF (x, 0), was

obtained by summing the estimated fear at the end of the previous exposure, bF (x – 1, 4), and the estimated return of fear between x – 1 and x, R(,x, x–1.). In

the special case of the first exposure, the estimated initial fear rating was set to the observed initial fear rating: bF (0, 0) = F(0, 0). Panel (D) shows the same data
and fits as panel (A) does, but it illustrates the interaction between the three functions: 1) the fits use the exponentially decaying function D [incoming dashed
arrows from panel (A)]; 2) the values of S(x) that parameterize D on each exposure are given by their own function S(x) [incoming dashed arrows from panel (B)];

3) and the values of the estimated initial fear ratings, bF (x, 0), for each exposure other than the first, are given by summing the estimated return of fear, given by

function R [incoming dashed arrows from panel (C)], to the estimated fear at the end of the previous exposure, bF (x–1, 4) (see equation in rectangle).
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Model Validation: Test Exposure

We tested our model using the test exposure. We therefore
used a holdout-set approach, fitting and selecting the model
using a data subset (the training exposures) and testing it using
a different subset (the test exposure). We used only the
multiple-contexts group for these analyses because it under-
went the same protocol during the training and test exposures:
changing the room color in every exposure. In the single-
context group, the protocol changed between the training
exposures, which used a constant color, and the test expo-
sure, which used a different color (Figure 1); thus, the model
derived using the training exposures could not be expected to
accurately predict the test exposure.

Predicting Treatment Outcome

We used linear regression to test whether model parameters
obtained for individual patients could predict treatment
outcome, defined as the change in FSQ score from pre- to
posttreatment (DFSQ = FSQPre – FSQPost). We estimated the
model parameters using only the first two exposures because
one wants to predict treatment outcome early in treatment. We
focused on predicting changes in FSQ (DFSQ), not posttreat-
ment FSQ scores, because pre- and posttreatment FSQ
scores correlated strongly (r = .87; 95% confidence interval
[CI], 0.61 to 0.96; t11 = 5.83, p , .001) (Figure S1); moreover,
the model describes fear changes, so conceptually it aligns
more closely with score changes. We used only the multiple-
contexts group for treatment-outcome prediction. In the
single-context group, the model was developed under con-
stant exposure conditions, so it could not be expected to
accurately predict generalization to different contexts, as is
likely required when filling out the FSQ.

RESULTS

Fear Decrease Within Exposures

Function D fundamentally determines model behavior, so we
initially grouped models into families based on their D function
(Equations SE3–SE9 in the Supplement). The two groups had
the same frequencies of D functions (PP = 0.999). The family in
which D was exponential (DExp) (Equation SE5 in the
Supplement) was the best in the combined sample with both
groups (EP = 0.991) (Figure 4A). All subsequent results therefore
refer to models from this family.

Change in Fear-Decrease Steepness Across
Exposures

We next grouped models into families based on their S func-
tions (Equations SE10–SE11 in the Supplement), considering
only models in which D was exponential (DExp). There was
evidence that the two groups had the same frequencies of S
functions (PP = 0.856). The family in which the steepness of
DExp was constant across exposures (SConst) (Equation SE10 in
the Supplement) was the best in the combined sample with
both groups (EP = 0.982) (Figure 4B). All subsequent results
therefore refer to models from this family. Univariate Wald tests
confirmed that the parameter determining the fear-decrease
steepness, l, was greater than 0 in each group (single-
context group: W1 = 16.84, p , .001; mean = 0.075; 95% CI,
0.038 to 0.112; multiple-contexts group: W1 = 13.63, p , .001;
1094 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging
mean = 0.197; 95% CI, 0.130 to 0.263), confirming that DExp

represented exponentially decaying fear (Equation SE5 in the
Supplement).

Return of Fear

As we hypothesized, the frequencies of the R functions
differed between the groups (1 – PP = 0.927), given the
selection of DExp with SConst. We therefore conducted random-
effects Bayesian model selection for R in each group sepa-
rately. The single-context and multiple-contexts groups were
best characterized by RConst (EP = 0.996) (Figure 4C) and RProp

(EP = 0.970) (Figure 4D), respectively.
We tested whether, in each group, the parameter estimate

for the selected R function differed significantly from zero,
using a univariate Wald test. The constant return of fear (r)
(Equation SE13 in the Supplement) for the single-context group
did not differ significantly from zero (W1 = 20.008, p = .994;
mean = 20.99; 95% CI, 27.34 to 5.36). The proportionality
constant (a) (Equation SE14 in the Supplement) for the
multiple-contexts group differed significantly from 0 (W1 = 5.73,
p , .001); moreover, as expected (Supplement), it fell
between 0 and 1 (mean = 0.556; 95% CI, 0.384 to 0.729).

Relation Between Fear Decrease and Return of Fear

The parameters for the single-context group (l and r) corre-
lated strongly and significantly (r = .714, t13 = 3.68, p = .003),
but the parameters for the multiple-contexts group (l and a)
did not (r = 2.002, t13 = 20.005, p = .996) (Figure S2).

Goodness of Fit and Accuracy of Predictions

Model fits and predictions for the training and test exposures,
respectively, were remarkably accurate, at both the group and
individual-subject levels (Figure 5). This accuracy was
confirmed by quantitative analyses of the fits and predictions
and by graphical analyses of the residuals (Supplement,
Table S2, and Figure S3).

Predicting Treatment Outcome

Data visualization showed that DFSQ related positively to l but
did not seem to relate to a (Figure S4). Thus, and because we
had few datapoints, we focused on predicting DFSQ using only
l, with simple linear regression. Exploratory analyses (not
shown) showed that the fit and predictive accuracy were worse
if using both l and a.

The l coefficient in the simple linear regression of DFSQ on l

was significant (bl = 44.04, t11 = 2.39, p = .036). Moreover, the
regression’sR2 was reasonably high for behavioral studies (R2 =
.341, adjusted R2 = .282). The predicted R2, obtained using
leave-one-out cross-validation, confirmed that l was a useful,
even if not strong, predictor of DFSQ (predicted R2 = .128) (see
also Figure S5). The Supplement shows that DFSQ was better
predicted by l than by variables not derived from the model. In
fact, predicting DFSQ was not possible without the model.

DISCUSSION

Summary and Implications

Fear Decrease Within Exposures. Fear decayed expo-
nentially within exposures in both groups. This finding is consis-
tent with the exponential decay found in habituation (14),
November 2021; 6:1090–1099 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Figure 4. Results of the Bayesian model-
selection analyses. Each panel contains three
graphs. The graph on the left represents the ex-
ceedance probability (EP) for each family or model; a
family or model whose EP is above the red line is
significantly more likely than any of the other families
or models. The middle graph represents the fre-
quency distribution of each family or model. The
right graph represents the probability distribution
over the various families or models for each indi-
vidual subject; in panels (A) and (B), the first 15 lines
represent the subjects from the single-context group
and the last 15 lines represent the subjects from the
multiple-contexts group; in panels (C) and (D), only
subjects from the group represented (single context
and multiple contexts, respectively) are shown. (A)
Selection of the function that best characterizes fear
decrease within exposures (function D; see
Supplement) in the pooled sample with both groups
(with each function defining a family). The 7 candi-
date functions tested were constant (Const), linear
(Lin), exponential (Exp), power (Pow), linear on the
logarithm (Ln), linear on the square root (LinSqrt),
and exponential on the square root (ExpSqrt)
(Equations SE3–SE9 in the Supplement, respec-
tively). The Exp function was confidently selected as
the best function (left panel); most subjects in each
group were best characterized by this function (right
panel). (B) Selection of the function that best char-
acterizes possible changes in the fear-decrease
steepness across exposures (function S; see
Supplement) in the pooled sample with both groups
(with each function defining a family), given the se-
lection of the Exp function for D. The two candidate
functions tested were constant (Const) and linear
(Lin) (Equations SE10 and SE11 in the Supplement,
respectively). The Const function was confidently
selected as the best function (left panel); most
subjects in each group were best characterized by
this function (right panel). (C) Selection of the func-
tion that best characterizes the return of fear be-
tween consecutive exposures (function R; see
Supplement) for the single-context group, given
the selection of the Exp and Const functions for D
and S, respectively. The three candidate functions

tested were no return of fear (No), constant return of fear in all exposure intervals (Const), and return of fear proportional to the estimated fear decrease in the
preceding exposure (Prop) (Equations SE12–SE14 in the Supplement, respectively). The Const function was confidently selected as the best function (left
panel), characterizing most subjects from the single-context group (middle and right panels). (D) Selection of the function that best characterizes return of fear
between consecutive exposures (function R; see Supplement) for the multiple-contexts group, given the selection of the Exp and Const functions for D and S,
respectively. The candidate functions tested were the same as in panel (C). The Prop function was confidently selected as the best function (left panel),
characterizing most subjects from the multiple-contexts group (middle and right panels).
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extinction (3), and their theoretical models (23–26). The expo-
nential decay means that the fear-decrease rate—the derivative of
fear with respect to time—is proportional to the fear level (Equa-
tion SE17 in the Supplement; see also text in the Supplement).
Clinically, the counterintuitive implication is that stronger fear de-
creases faster than weaker fear. A related implication is that fear
decreases faster early in exposure therapy—and, within each
exposure, early in the exposure—when it is strongest.

The other mathematical formulations of fear decrease received
little support. The lack of support for the linear function highlights
the inadequacy of linear models to capture fear change within
exposures—a conclusion that is also obvious visually (Figure 5).
The lack of support for the power function is reminiscent of an
argument concerning skill learning. Originally, skill learning,
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroima
assessed through reaction-time decreases, was suggested to
follow a power function—the power law of practice (30). Subse-
quent work, however, suggested that this finding could be an
artifact of averaging across subjects, with individual subjects
following instead an exponential function (31,32). This argument
relates to our findings because, by using mixed models, we fit our
models at the individual-subject level (with subjects nested in a
population). It seems interesting that behavior changes expo-
nentially in domains as distinct as fear decrease and skill learning.

Change in Fear-Decrease Steepness Across Expo-
sures. The exponential decay rate was constant across ex-
posures in both groups. Thus, the finding that fear decrease
diminishes across exposures, obtained in the classical
ging November 2021; 6:1090–1099 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 1095
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Multiple-Contexts Group Single-Context Group Figure 5. Fear ratings (F) (circles) and model fits/
predictions (solid lines) for the multiple-contexts
(blue; left) and single-context (red; right) groups.
We show model fits for the training exposures (ex-
posures 0–3) for each group. We show model pre-
dictions for the test exposure (exposure 4) for the
multiple-contexts group only. We do not show
model predictions for the test exposure for
the single-context group because for that group the
protocol during training was different from that in the
test exposure (the room color was constant during
training but changed in the test exposure), so we did
not expect the model developed for the training
exposures in the single-context group to provide
good predictions for the test exposure. (A) Group
results for each group (multiple-contexts group:
blue, left; single-context group: red, right): Mean of F
(6 SD) for each group (circles and error bars), mean
of the model fits for the training exposures for each
group (solid lines for exposures 0–3), and mean of
the model predictions for the test exposure for the
multiple-contexts group (solid line for exposure 4).
The error bars show the SDs with the variability
related to between-subject differences removed [by
mean-normalizing each subject’s scores and cor-
recting for the bias introduced by that normalization
(46)]. The dashed lines show confidence bands ob-
tained by simulations that resampled the multivariate
parameter distribution using the parameter
variance–covariance matrix (so-called population
prediction intervals) (47). (B) Results for each indi-
vidual subject from each group (multiple-contexts
group: blue, left; single-context group: red, right): F
(circles), model fits for the training exposures for
each group (solid lines for exposures 0–3), with
corresponding 95% confidence bands (dashed lines
for exposures 0–3), and model predictions for the
test exposure (solid line for exposure 4) for the
multiple-contexts group only, with corresponding
95% simultaneous prediction bands (dashed lines
for exposure 4). In cases in which the upper band
went above 100 (subjects #11, #45, #47, and #52),
we capped it at 100 (the maximum value of the rating
scale). Within each group, we ordered subjects by
their subject number (indicated following the #). The
fits are extremely accurate, both (A) at the group

level and (B) for individual subjects. The remarkable accuracy of the fits is especially notable because the best model for each group only has two free
parameters (see Supplement).
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statistical analyses, does not imply a parametric change in the
fear-decrease process. An exponential decay with constant
decay rate produces the reduction in fear decrease across
exposures because later exposures have smaller initial fear
ratings (Figure S6): exponentially decaying fear implies that
fear decrease is proportional to the fear level, so if (initial) fear is
smaller, fear decrease becomes smaller.

Potentiation of habituation and what might similarly be
called potentiation of extinction (3,14) suggest that the decay
rate might even increase across exposures. We did not find
evidence for such increase. This null result might be due to the
small number of exposures: the function that allows the decay
rate to change (SLin) has two parameters, whereas the function
with a constant decay rate (SConst) has one; overcoming the
penalty for the extra parameter might require more exposures.
Of course, by a similar argument, we also cannot exclude a
1096 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging
decrease in decay rate across exposures; however, there is
little theoretical justification to expect it.

Return of Fear. Given the treatment protocols, we expected
that the groups would differ in R because the multiple-contexts
group, but not the single-context group, underwent renewal
(because of the context changes). We found that the groups
were indeed characterized by different R functions: return of
fear was constant for the single-context group but proportional
to the (estimated) fear decrease in the preceding exposure for
the multiple-contexts group.

For the single-context group, the classical statistical ana-
lyses showed no evidence for return of fear. The model-based
analyses, however, found that constant return of fear (RConst)
was better than no return of fear (RNo). This apparent
discrepancy is resolved by noting that r, the parameter for
November 2021; 6:1090–1099 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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RConst (Equation SE13 in the Supplement), has both fixed- and
random-effects components. Consistent with the classical
statistical analyses, at the group level, r did not differ signifi-
cantly from 0. Thus, RConst was selected not because, at the
group level, r differed significantly from 0, but because the
random-effects component of r captured meaningful vari-
ability in return of fear across subjects (Figure S7).

For the multiple-contexts group, the classical statistical ana-
lyses showed evidence for return of fear but not for changes in
return of fear across exposure intervals. The lack of change in
return of fear across exposure intervals seems inconsistent with
the finding that renewal decreases with repeated exposures in
different contexts (15,17). However, if we also included in the
classical statistical analyses the interval between the last training
exposure and the test exposure, return of fear did seem to
decrease across exposure intervals (Figure S8). In the model-
based analyses, we could not investigate this issue directly
because of the small number of exposure intervals, as R formu-
lations explicitly modeling changes in return of fear across expo-
sure intervals would require at least an additional parameter. The
finding that the multiple-contexts group was best characterized by
RProp, however, hints at a decrease in return of fear across
exposure intervals: as shown in the classical statistical analyses,
fear decrease diminishes across exposures (Figure 2A;
Supplement), so, if return of fear is proportional to fear decrease in
the preceding exposure, it will decrease across exposure intervals.

Relation Between Fear Decrease and Return of
Fear. In the single-context group, the positive correlation
between the fear-decrease steepness (l) and return of fear (r)
indicates that patients whose fear decreased more had more
return of fear. In the multiple-contexts group, the selection of
RProp as the return-of-fear function already captures this pos-
itive relation between fear decrease and return of fear (Equa-
tion SE14 in the Supplement); thus, the fear-decrease
steepness (l) and the proportion of fear that returned (a) did
not correlate. This lack of correlation shows that the model for
the multiple-contexts group adequately orthogonalized the
fear-decrease and return-of-fear processes.

Treatment-Outcome Prediction. A model parameter
estimated after two exposures helped to predict treatment
outcome, measured by the change in FSQ score from pre- to
posttreatment. Such predictions, moreover, were not attain-
able without the model. Although the predictive accuracy was
insufficient to support real-life decisions, our aim with this part
of the work was to demonstrate that model-derived parame-
ters have potential clinical usefulness, producing better pre-
dictions than are attainable without a model. Moreover, the
model parameter might be useful for real-life treatment-
outcome prediction if used together with other features.

This part of the work also bears on whether within-exposure
fear decrease is relevant for treatment outcome. We found that
within-exposure fear decrease measured directly from the data
did not predict treatment outcome (Supplement); however, l,
which characterizes such fear decrease more precisely, did.
Reports that within-exposure fear decrease is irrelevant for
treatment outcome (33) may therefore have resulted from the use
of simple measures of fear decrease and might have been
different had a model been used. We make this point tentatively,
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroima
however, for two reasons. First, treatment in our dataset
occurred in a single day; as discussed below, short- and long-
term treatment effects may differ. Second, participants whose
fear decreased more during the exposures might be more
convinced that their fear of spiders had decreased, and therefore
have greater reductions in FSQ scores, irrespective of whether
that effect generalized to real life. Weighing for this possibility, we
did not find a relation between the model parameters and
changes frompre- to posttreatment in proximity to a real spider in
a behavior avoidance test (analyses not shown).

Other Applications. During exposure therapy, therapists
have patients record fear ratings (or subjective units of
distress); therapists often analyze these records to guide
treatment decisions. We envision an app that summarizes a
patient’s ratings by estimating our model’s two parameters.
Given the precision with which our model characterizes indi-
vidual fear patterns, we hypothesize that the two parameters
may capture virtually all relevant information in the full ratings
time series. Thus, therapists may be able to consult only those
two numbers instead of having to analyze the full time series.
Of course, this idea must be tested.

Relation to Theoretical Models

Computational psychiatry encompasses data- and theory-
driven approaches (13), which can be combined (12). We used
a hybrid data- and theory-driven approach by using data to
select the best among a set of theoretical models (13). The
winning model couples exponentially decaying fear within ex-
posures, which corresponds to the solution of a first-order ho-
mogeneous linear differential equation, with discrete jumps
between exposures, making it a hybrid dynamical model
(Supplement). In the model, fear within exposures decreases
following a differential equation in which the instantaneous fear-
decrease rate is proportional to the fear level (Equation SE17 in
the Supplement), which is consistent with theoretical habitua-
tion models (23,24,34). Simple reinforcement-learning or con-
ditioning models typically work with discrete, not continuous,
time, so they correspond to difference, not differential, equa-
tions; still, such models applied to extinction produce expo-
nentially decaying fear (25,26). The winningmodel’s formulation
of fear decrease within exposures is therefore consistent with
theoretical ideas concerning habituation and extinction.

Limitations and Extensions

Sample Considerations and Limitations. The dataset
we used had small samples (n = 15) in each group. In studies
with findings only at the group level, small samples can induce
spurious results (35). Our model, however, provided excellent
fits and predictions for individual subjects (Figure 5). The
probability of a finding that applies to most subjects in a
sample of size 15 not generalizing to larger samples is
minuscule. Moreover, the applicability of our findings to indi-
vidual patients is more pertinent to the development of
personalized psychiatry than the typical group findings, which
often fail to apply to individual patients. In addition, we did not
focus primarily on between-group comparisons, so we did not
use only 15 datapoints per group. We modeled fear changes
throughout exposure therapy: for the training exposures alone,
we had 20 fear ratings per subject (4 exposures 3 5 ratings per
ging November 2021; 6:1090–1099 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 1097
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exposure) and therefore 300 per group (20 3 15). Having 20
ratings per subject and a model with two parameters per
subject obeys the rule of thumb of having 10 datapoints per
parameter (36). The main limitation of our dataset’s sample
was that it included only adult women.

Short- Versus Long-term Effects. An important limita-
tion of the dataset we used is that all exposures occurred
within a day. Short- versus long-term habituation and extinc-
tion differ (37–39); moreover, some anxiety disorders may
involve disturbances in extinction recall (40). Future work
should test whether the model we identified applies to longer
treatment protocols. In forgetting, for example, short-term
forgetting may follow an exponential function, as we found
for fear decrease, but longer-term forgetting may follow a
power function (41). In any case, we see the core contribution
of our work to be less about our specific results than about our
approach and workflow, which can be applied across treat-
ment protocols and disorders.

Extension to Naturalistic Treatment Protocols. We
used a dataset from a highly controlled virtual-reality study to
facilitate model development. The disadvantage of this
approach is that it limits ecological validity. Real-life exposure
therapy is more complex than the protocol in our dataset: fear-
eliciting stimuli vary within sessions (e.g., gradually
approaching a spider) and across sessions (e.g., approaching
different spiders); exposure contexts can and should vary
widely to support generalization; and intervals between expo-
sures may vary. Addressing these complexities will require
representations that support generalization across stimuli and
contexts (42–45) and a return-of-fear formulation that captures
spontaneous recovery across varying intervals (23).

Unifying the Findings of the Two Groups. The two
groups were characterized by the same fear-decrease function
but different return-of-fear functions. A simple extension of our
work would characterize both groups with a single model.
Specifically, return of fear might occur only when context
changes—thereby occurring for the multiple-contexts group
but not for the single-context group during the training expo-
sures. In addition, return of fear might decrease with consec-
utive context changes, as suggested by prior findings (15–17)
and by our analyses showing that return of fear might decrease
in the multiple-contexts group (Figure S8). The decrease in
return of fear with consecutive context changes would explain
why return of fear between the last training exposure and the
test exposure is smaller in the multiple-contexts group than in
the single-context group (Figure S9).

We did not implement this extension because we did not
find significant evidence that return of fear decreased across
exposure intervals, even in the multiple-contexts group, when
analyzing only the training period (which we used for model
fitting and selection). A dataset with more exposures and
greater variation in the number of context changes would be
better to test such a model.

Conclusions

We found that a simple model characterizes the fear changes
of individual patients during exposure therapy with remarkable
1098 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging
precision. The model combines exponentially decaying fear
within exposures with fear increases between exposures. The
model has only two parameters, thereby solving the curse of
dimensionality, and hence providing a promising basis for
clinically relevant individual-level predictions (12). We illus-
trated this potential by predicting treatment outcome using a
model parameter estimated early in treatment.
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